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2023年高考考前适应性训练考试（二）

英语参考答案

第一部分 听力
1—5 CABCC 6—10 CBCAB 11—15BACAA 16—20BAABC
第二部分 阅读
21——25ADBBD 26—30AABBA 31—35 CCCDD 36—40DGBCA
第三部分 语言运用第一节 完形填空
41——45BCDCA 46——50ABCDA 51——55BABDD
第二节 语篇填空
56.produced 57.times 58.an 59.is based 60.where
61.reminding 62.to 63.inspiration 64.have proved 65.latest
第四部分 写作第一节
Dear fellow students,

Today, we have invited Mr. Smith to deliver an online lecture themed "Learn to Appreciate
English Poetry", which will last two hours. It's a great privilege for us and let's show our warm
welcome!

Mr. Smith is a well-known poet, and he will illustrate the connotations of poems in structure,
imagery, and rhyme by sharing his own poems. Thus, it is a great opportunity for us to gain a
deeper appreciation of English poetry as a form of literature and the skills to produce own poetry
in English.

I hope all in attendance will participate positively and follow his instructions as requested.
You may also take notes if necessary. There will be a five-minute question-and-answer session
following the lecture, which will afford you an opportunity to ask questions and actively
participate in the discussion.

Thanks for your attention!
ChatGPT版本
Dear listeners,

I am the head of the school's English Learning Club. Today, I am honored to invite Mr. Smith
to give us a special lecture entitled "Learn to Appreciate English Poetry".Here, on behalf of the
Learning Club,I would like to extend a warm welcome and thanks to Mr. Smith!

Mr. Smith is a very senior English poetry enthusiast and expert. He has held many similar
lectures at home and abroad,which has been welcomed and praised by the audience. Today, he will
share with us his understanding and appreciation of English poetry, which I believe will bring us a
lot of gains and inspiration.

Before the hearing, I would like to remind you of the following points:
First of all, listen carefully and take notes as much as possible. Mr. Smith's lecture is very

wonderful. There will be a lot of in-depth analysis and interpretation of the appreciation and
understanding of English poetry. I hope you can listen carefully and take notes, which will be very
helpful for our future learning and improvement.

Secondly, actively participate in interaction and discussion. In the lecture, we will arrange
some time for interaction and discussion.You can share your views and ideas, and have in-depth
exchanges and discussions with Mr. Smith,which will make our gains richer and deeper.

Finally, I hope everyone can be patient and focused. English poetry is a highly artistic form
of expression. Sometimes it is difficult to understand and appreciate, but as long as we are patient
and focused, we will definitely gain more knowledge and experience.

Thank you for coming. Let's look forward to Mr. Smith's lecture together!
第二节

As she eyed the area from a distance.panic set in. Jobie picked up the pace, her heart
pounding louder the closer she got. When she reached the place she had left them,her heart almost
stopped.“They're gone!” she screamed.“My lucky spikes are gone." Fear crept over her as she
anxiously circled the whole area and scanned for any splash of neon-green. Jobie's teammates
helped her search the park, trying to find any trace of the spikes but in vain . No lucky spikes. By
nightfall, the poor girl had no choice but to drag her bare feet home."So long,gold."Jobie groaned.
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The next day.Jobie turned up in a new pair of spikes for the championships. In her brand-new
shoes, she accepted the reality that this was not a game of chance. Teammates patted her back as
she slowly walked down to the starting line, which also instilled great power in her. Starting
buzzer going Jobie was off in a flash. She set focus on the finishing line, leaving behind any
self-doubt or worry until she finally breasted the tape earlier than anyone else.In the cheers and
shouts, Jobie squatted to untie her spikes as usual only to realize that there was no such thing as
lucky spikes and that success was never a stroke of luck.




